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Dear Friends,

I trust that you have had a good year and are able to look forward to

getting together with friends and family over the Christmas season.

I thought it only appropriate to use this lovely photo of our late Queen,

King Charles and Edward, for the front cover of your latest news sheet.

The then Prince Charles had his Trojan Trokart at Windsor Castle and

judging by the photo below of him racing Princess Anne, they later had

a second Trokart. Roly Finn has told me the story of when he was an

apprentice he was sent to Windsor Castle to repair the engine of the

Trokart and had to do the work under the supervision of the Duke of

Edinburgh. Quite a nerve wracking experience for a young apprentice.

Apparently he was told to simply take a replacement engine rather than

attempting to fix the old one. Roly do let me know if I'm remembering

any of the details wrongly of your royal visit.

Photo taken in May 1969 at Windsor Castle. The Trokarts are both

fitted with an unusual Clinton engine for a Trokart.



Article from ‘Vintage Commercial’ Sept. 1962

Kindly sent in by Denis Redrupp
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A few weeks ago I had to make an interesting collection of items donated

to the Trust. Recently the Trust has been in discussion about putting on a

possible museum display using it's Three Door Tourer, nothing is

finalised yet, but we realised that for the display the car would need a

driver, ideally a lady driver. So we started making enquiries about

acquiring a mannequin to use for the display. You can buy standard shop

mannequins second hand or new on ebay, but these all looked rather un

lifelike an most didn't even have faces. However proper museum

standard mannequins come in at around £2000 each and have to be

custom made. So the challenge was to source a quality seated lady

mannequin at a sensible price. Then after a chance email conversation

with the London Transport Museum, based in Covent Garden, we

received a very generous off from them. Basically would we like five

museum quality mannequins in period clothing, which they had in their

stores and had no plans to reuse?



They included a very well dressed lady in a seated position. Not

surprisingly I booked in with them to make the collection. For this I had

to drive to the London Transport Depot in Acton, which is effectively a

huge store of all the items which don't fit into their Covent Garden

Museum. It is a very well funded property which contains their archives

plus many whole tube trains and buses. If you've ever watched the

program 'Secrets of the London Underground' then this deport features

on most programs. It is not normally open to the public so just a chance

to have a look around was worth the trip alone. I was shown around by

one of their curators and then with the help of two more we loaded the

mannequins into my car. They included the seated lady, two other seated

people who like the lady should be adaptable to appear as driving

vehicles, plus a couple of standing men. It was a tight fit in the car and I

had some bemused looks from other cars whilst stuck in the traffic jams

on my journey home. The museum also made our Trust the offer of the

loan, in the future, of various of their vehicles, such as buses, if we could

make use of them in displays. It was great to receive what amounts to

£10,000 worth of mannequins which I'm sure will all come in useful for

future displays, but also it was reassuring to gain such tangible support

from one of the major museums of the country, as we work towards our

own museum.





We recently took delivery of two excellent model bubblecars kindly

donated by Robin Spalding. The first was a rare model of the Trojan 200

van. Trojan only ever made 19 vans as the purchase tax inspector told

Trojan that the van could hold no more luggage than the car and so they

weren't going to classify it as a van. Three Trojan vans survive, two of

which are owned by Friends of the Trust.

The second model was of the Heinkel version of the Trojan bubblecar.

Heinkel designed and built the original cars, they then were made by

Heinkel Ireland in Dundalk, before Trojan bought the rights to

manufacture. A small number of cars were also made under Heinkel in

Argentina. It's great to have these models as they will make a great

display with the Trojan Convertible which Robin previously donated to

us and the more common Dinky Trojan vans etc which the Trust already

has in it’s collection.

Taken  from an

article in Autosport

Magazine .

11th March 1960

The whole magazine

kindly donated by

Mike Shepherd



This photo forms part of a series of photos in  our archive, all taken

during some sort of expedition in Africa. Sadly we have no more

details about the expedition. We’ve used this photo on our new

website for the ‘Links’ page to Trojan related Clubs and Societies. It

seemed sort of appropriate to use a photo of a Trojan being transported

by raft to illustrate the website user being transported to another site.

Croydon

Advertiser

12th

December

1931

Croydon Times 20th December 1931



The Trust acquired a mention on national television a few weeks ago

which in turn led to a new contact. A Friend of the Trust was watching

the program 'Reel Detectives' on the Talking Picture channel, which

shows random film clips from their archives of which they no nothing

about, hoping that viewers might recognise the locations or other details.

Well apparently the clip started by a chap on a Lambretta drawing up to

the curb and taking off a rather fine deer stalker crash helmet. The person

in question was Peter Agg. The clip then went on to show more

Lambrettas, many being ridden by people who were recognisable as

Lambretta Concessionaire employees. The film was obviously a

Lambretta promotional film probably made in the mid 50's. This

information was sent into the program under the name of the Trust and

they later broadcast our information. This resulted in a gentleman

contacting me via our website. His father Frank William Staveley had

worked for Peter Agg as an accountant from 1978 to 1984. He had been

based at Effingham Hall and had worked on all the accounts of Peter's

museum and hotel at the hall. This has allowed us to add Frank's name to

our ever growing list of Trojan and Trojan related, workers which now

contains well over 800 names. Such publicity is very welcome and helps

to spread the word about what we are doing.

Frank William Staveley



Wanted

Trojan Van or Personnel Carrier

With Perkins Three Cylinder Engine

In Running Order

Please Contact George Moore

01780 410169 georgesherryl@outlook.com



Trojan’s Manchester Depot



Just the other day I received an email via our website from a gentleman

living in Croydon. He had decided to lift the floor boards in his 1920's

house as part of his renovating of the house. Pinned to the underside of

one of the floor boards were a series of business cards. All of them were

from automotive related businesses and one was a Trojan business card

for Leslie Hounsfield. Thankfully he took the time to contact us, really

because he was interested to know more about Trojan and Leslie

Hounsfield. From the information on the card we deduced that the card

must date between the beginning of manufacture of Trojan cars and from

before the Purley Way works were bought, so probably around 1923 to

1925. I've never seen such an early card so it was a great find and the

owner was more than happy to donate it to the Trust. We did start to

speculate why these cards were on the underside of a floorboard, one

thought was that one of the builders had been using the board as a sort of

notice board and had then needed the plank to finish the floor and simply

could not be bothered to remove the cards. It is great that this card has

survived nearly 100 years under the floor of this Croydon house.

I do hope that you've found this news sheet interesting and do get in

contact if you have any Trojan queries or information as we would love

to hear from you.

I trust that you will have a lovely and blessed Christmas.

David Hambleton

5 St Johns Close, Fyfield. Oxon. OX13 5LP

01865 390124

david_hambleton@hotmail.com         www.trojanmuseumtrust.org


